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FROM THE
EDITOR

Imagine running a race with brand-new shoes and a burst of energy but no 
idea what the course looks like. That’s the position in which today’s hemp 
industry finds itself.

Welcome to the 2nd edition of the Hemp & CBD Industry Factbook, your 
guide to the fast-moving (albeit uncertain) hemp industry, brought to you by 
the data team at Hemp Industry Daily.

Every level of the hemp supply chain—from farmers experimenting with 
a new crop to retailers looking to supply white-hot consumer demand 
for CBD—is eager to capitalize on the plant’s new legal status. But the 
enthusiasm comes at a time when the race course hasn’t been set, making 
the path to market as mysterious as a running trail leading into a dark woods.

The U.S. Congress fired the starting gun on the hemp race in late 2018, when 
a new Farm Bill ended an experimental period of growing low-THC cannabis 
varieties. Congress took hemp out of the Controlled Substances Act and 
gave the crop legal protections that black-market cannabis could only dream 
of, from crop insurance to a guarantee of interstate transportation.

Hemp entrepreneurs can participate in the modern mainstream economy. 
They can raise capital in the same ways other startup businesses do and 
access mainstream retail channels such as grocery stores and gas stations. 
The law has inspired countless new entrepreneurs to jump into the  
hemp business.

But no one knows the exact path forward for the hemp industry. New hurdles 
can appear overnight. That makes the 2019 Hemp & CBD Industry Factbook 
essential reading for serious entrepreneurs investing in the hemp industry. 

With 37 charts showing new insights into the hemp market from farm to 
store shelf, this report offers exclusive intelligence about the U.S. hemp 
market culled from extensive research and conversations with business 
operators who know this industry best.

This data is invaluable as your company steps into uncertain hemp terrain. 
The hemp race isn’t going to be easy. But relying on deeply researched data 
points along the way could mean the difference between hitting the finish 
line and running off course.

Best regards,

Kristen Nichols
Hemp Industry Daily 

Editor
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INSIGHTS FROM EACH SECTION

IN THE 2019 HEMP & CBD FACTBOOK, YOU CAN LOOK FORWARD TO:
• Authoritative analysis of looming regulatory changes for the hemp market.

• Breakdowns of costs and regulations in the top 10 hemp-producing states, including:

 Licensing and testing costs.

 Where growers in each state are allowed to procure hempseed.

 THC testing costs.

 Which states have laws explicitly allowing CBD in foods and dietary supplements.

• An in-depth look at the CBD boom, from how the product is being sold to how much processors  
are making from selling it.

 Projected annual sales of hemp-derived CBD in coming years.

 Where CBD products are being sold.

 How CBD sales in recreational marijuana stores change across product categories.

• A detailed look at hemp cultivation.

 Average and median hemp acreage.

 How much farmers are earning from hemp sales—and how much they expect to earn in the future.

 Which hemp varieties farmers are cultivating.

 How much farmers are paying for hempseeds and clones.

• Retailing trends in the hemp sector, including:

 Retail footprint pre- and post-2018 Farm Bill.

 CBD sales by channel.

 Detailed analysis of CBD product sales through recreational cannabis stores.
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Hemp’s transition to a national farm commodity hasn’t happened yet. For now, regulations vary 
widely by state.

The patchwork starts on the fields where hemp is grown. While the industry awaits a national 
regulatory framework from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (discussed in detail on Page 13), 
some states allow commercial hemp activity under pilot projects authorized by the 2014 Farm Bill. 
Other states adopted hemp rules but put them on hold until the USDA acts. Three states—Idaho, 
Mississippi and South Dakota—have yet to adopt any hemp rules, leaving hemp producers in those 
states in the black market.

This map provides a snapshot of which states fall into each of those categories.

 Chart 1.01: U.S. States Where Hemp Production Is Allowed

HEMP & CBD MARKET OVERVIEW
CHAPTER 1

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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Chart 1.02: Total Acres Of Hemp Planted In The United States By Year

According to surveys of state departments of agriculture conducted by advocacy group Vote Hemp, 
planted acreage in hemp jumped an eye-popping 194% from 2018 to 2019—even though hemp 
farmers had yet to receive USDA guidance on regulations and limited infrastructure exists for 
processing the plant.

Many factors likely explain the increased acreage. Among them:

• Low prices for traditional commodities such as corn and dairy.

• Global market volatility caused by trade-war uncertainty with major purchasers of U.S. agricultural 
products, especially China.

• Decreased legal barriers for bringing hemp extracts such as CBD to market.

At the time of this report, it remains to be seen how many of 2019’s planted hemp acres will make it 
to market. Many states are reporting challenges both natural and man-made, from widespread crop 
failure in new climates to a lack of harvesting and processing infrastructure.

Still, it’s clear that predictions of hemp becoming the most exciting new opportunity in a generation 
for American farmers were more than hyperbole.
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Chart 1.03: Number Of Hemp Cultivation Licenses Issued In The United States By Year

Only three months after hemp was legalized, USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue warned that “farmers in 
the United States are so productive, they could crash this market before it gets off the ground.”

If he was trying to deter farmers, it didn’t work.

States reported issuing 16,877 licenses to grow hemp in 2019, a year-over-year increase of 376%, 
according to surveys conducted by advocacy group Vote Hemp. (Though national hemp acreage will 
eventually be tracked by the USDA, the agency did not keep central records on acreage and licensing 
in 2019, requiring a state-by-state count to find data on production.)
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FARM BILL UPDATE
The 2018 Farm Bill made hemp a farm commodity, not a controlled substance. That means hemp 
producers have a new boss, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), rather than the U.S. Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DEA).

States, territories and American Indian tribes are playing roles in the regulations, too. The law calls for 
a shared state-federal regulatory framework for cultivation.

The rules must include: 

• THC-testing procedures, including inspections done at least annually.

• Bookkeeping procedures to keep track of land approved for hemp cultivation.

• Plans for “effective disposal” of hemp plants that contain too much THC.

• A procedure for farmers to file a “corrective action plan” when their plants contain too much THC. 
Those farmers are not subject to “any criminal enforcement action” by federal, state or local law 
enforcement, but they can be required to file updates for two calendar years on their plans to keep 
the THC level at or below 0.3%.

• A 10-year cultivation ban for drug felons, except in states where hemp pilot projects did not include 
such limits.

As of this report, no regulations have been written by the USDA. The agency has assured farmers that 
national rules will be in place by the 2020 growing season.

FDA UPDATE
For hemp manufacturers and retailers, the Farm Bill didn’t directly change the rules.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) still has the final say on how hemp products can be used 
in food, drinks, dietary supplements and pharmaceutical drugs. Because the FDA considers CBD an 
active drug ingredient, it is illegal to sell in interstate commerce outside prescription-drug channels.

But the Farm Bill has certainly influenced the FDA. Hemp’s new legal status sparked a surge of 
business interest in CBD, taking the cannabis extract from a niche product sold in dispensaries and 
natural-food stores to the shelves of mass-market retailers. The CBD boom, along with increased 
pressure from Congress, prompted the FDA to take a closer look.

The agency took public comments through the early months of 2019 and heard in-person testimony 
on the substance in May. As of this report, the agency had yet to announce any changes to its existing 
policy on CBD.

The FDA has only sporadically enforced its ban on adding CBD to food, drugs and cosmetics, limited 
to a handful of warning letters to manufacturers making possible medical claims. Meanwhile, a 
handful of states have started writing their own laws for how CBD can be sold over the counter, as 
shown in Chart 2.01.

The FDA is a notoriously slow-moving regulator when it comes to dietary supplements and products 
that pose little immediate danger to public health. As a result, the Hemp & CBD Industry Factbook 
projects the patchwork of state CBD rules to continue for some time.

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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Chart 1.04: The Hemp Plant

The hemp plant has many 
different uses, which can 
generally be divided into 
three distinct buckets based 
on the parts of the plant: 

• Flower
• Seeds
• Fiber/stalks

The market for hemp 
products, however, is 
distilled even further, with 
hemp flower constituting the 
vast majority of hemp sales, 
dwarfing hemp seeds and 
hemp fiber/stalks combined.

*Hempseeds and fibers can 
contain CBD, though the flower 
contains much more and is 
most valuable in commercial 
CBD extraction.

FIBER/
STALKS

SEEDS

FLOWERS
• Rich in cannabinoids, including CBD
• Can be used for tinctures, extracts 

and medicines

• The edible part of the 
hemp plant

• Can be pressed into 
oil for food and other 
purposes

• May be shelled for 
“hemp hearts,” which 
are packed with healthy 
protein and amino and 
fatty omega-3 acids

• When milled, becomes  
hemp protein powder

• Can be processed  
for CBD*

• Include long fibers and a 
woody inner core (hurd)

• Fibers can be spun  
into cloth

• Hurd can be used as 
insulation or pressed 
into forms for use 
in manufacturing or 
construction

• Can be processed  
for CBD*
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CBD MARKET OUTLOOK
CBD is beginning its march into the mainstream, no longer an obscure byproduct of the cannabis 
plant known only by the most knowledgeable of consumers. Many people have someone in their 
lives who has been impacted by CBD in some fashion—it helped someone treat chronic pain, 
improve sleep, etc. 

After the 2018 Farm Bill passed, a growing number of traditional brick-and-mortar retailers—such 
as drugstores and supermarkets—are beginning to carry products containing hemp-derived CBD 
on their shelves. That’s a far cry from the situation just one year ago, when a consumer looking to 
purchase CBD would need to consciously seek it out through a specialty retailer or e-commerce store.

Chart 1.05: Annual U.S. Hemp-Derived CBD Retail Sales Estimates: 2019-2024

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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We expect that rising consumer enthusiasm for and awareness of CBD—combined with widespread, 
easy access to CBD products at traditional retail outlets—will drive a surge in CBD sales. 

From 2019 to 2024, Hemp Industry Daily projects sales to grow from approximately $1.2 billion in 
2019 to $10.3 billion by 2024, a five-year compound annual growth rate of 54%.

These estimates have been revised upward from last year, as CBD products are making inroads at 
traditional brick-and-mortar retailers faster than originally anticipated. They’re even showing up in 
unexpected places such as hardware and apparel stores.

The boom in sales expected over the next five years primarily rests on two key assumptions:

The penetration of CBD products into mainstream, brick-and-mortar retailers will accelerate. More 
retailers will begin stocking CBD products, and retailers that already carry CBD products will put 
them in more of their stores. 

The increased prevalence of CBD and CBD-based products in retail will expose significantly more 
consumers to the category, a portion of which will incorporate CBD into their daily nutrition and 
wellness regimens.

It’s important to note, however, that these are assumptions. And though they’re informed by a 
significant body of research showing a rapid uptick in consumer interest and demand for CBD, it’s 
a market still very much in its infancy—one that hasn’t yet demonstrated how a massive increase in 
retail availability will translate into a massive increase in sales.

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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Chart 1.06: Annual U.S. Hemp-Derived CBD Sales Vs. Other Comparable Goods & Industries

Spending on hemp-derived CBD is expected to total just over $1 billion in 2019, a relatively 
modest sum in comparison to other, comparable products such as prescription pain medication 
or recreational cannabis. But consumer awareness of CBD—and easy access to CBD products—is 
rising rapidly, whereas over-the-counter and prescription pain medications are already well known 
and widely available and, thus, not positioned for the type of explosive growth expected in the  
CBD category.

Proponents of CBD also claim the products can help treat a wide variety of ailments, such as 
pain, insomnia and anxiety, giving it the potential to capture sales from multiple wellness-related 
categories—and further boosting the ceiling for hemp-derived CBD sales in the future.

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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Chart 1.07: Overview Of Effective CBD Dosing Amounts & CBD Content In Top-Selling Products

Forward-looking CBD sales estimates—including our own—assume sales of CBD products will 
surge as they start to appear on the shelves of mainstream retailers and get introduced to a 
much larger group of consumers. But what’s not settled is the portion of consumers who will turn 
into repeat buyers of CBD products—purchasing CBD products on a routine basis as they do 
multivitamins or toothpaste, for example—as opposed to buying CBD products once or twice, then 
abandoning the category.

The espoused benefits of CBD run the gamut, including the treatment of anxiety, insomnia, pain and 
inflammation. The science to support these claims, however, is limited. The research that does exist 
suggests that the amount of CBD needed to effectively treat certain symptoms is significantly more 
than what consumers are likely to find at retail stores.
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For example, in one clinical trial of Epidiolex—GW Pharmaceuticals’ CBD-based anti-seizure 
medication—a significant decline in median monthly seizures was found among study participants 
treated with CBD relative to a placebo. The effective daily dose of CBD given to these patients was 
20 milligrams per kilogram of body weight, which translates to just over 1,500 milligrams for an 
individual weighing 170 pounds.

Another study by the Brazilian Journal of Psychiatry found that participants who took CBD before a 
public-speaking task were calmer than those given a placebo, but only at doses of 300 milligrams.

Based on the prices and CBD content of the top-selling CBD products in Colorado recreational 
marijuana stores, the cost of consuming 300 milligrams of CBD per day could be anywhere from  
$40 to $95, firmly out of reach for the average consumer.

While the cost of most CBD products currently found in traditional retail outlets are less than what’s 
available in licensed marijuana retail stores, the CBD content in a single beverage, patch, supplement 
or other CBD product is often well short of 300 milligrams.

This presents a plausible scenario where a consumer purchases a product containing CBD but finds 
it ineffective at treating symptoms and doesn’t bother purchasing it again. That could threaten the 
exponential CBD product sales growth that many expect.

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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HEMPSEEDS & FIBER/STALKS MARKET OUTLOOK
The CBD boom isn’t the only factor driving increased participation in the hemp market. The plant’s 
traditional uses as a source of food and fiber are also gaining market traction.

The rise is particularly evident in the market for fiber and stalks. Hemp stalks are gaining favor as an 
environmentally conscious material for upstream manufacturing processes in the automotive and 
construction industries. Hemp Industry Daily projects the retail value of this market will be  
$190 million to $230 million in 2019 and that the value will rise to $440 million to $540 million  
by 2024. That’s an impressive jump, if overshadowed by the go-go CBD market.

The market for hempseeds and oils—used in food and as components of consumer goods such as 
lotion—is smaller and expected to stagnate. Many of the qualities consumers are looking to receive 
from hemp-derived CBD products—such as pain relief or improved sleep—are not found in edible 
hempseeds or CBD-free hemp oil. Also, according to a 2019 report from the American Botanical 
Council, natural-food retailers have started reporting that hemp-based food may be losing market 
share to other sources of plant-based proteins and fibers.

Chart 1.08: Annual U.S. Hemp Fiber, Seed & Oil Sales Estimates: 2019-2024
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Chart 1.09: Imported Hemp Products Overview

Before hemp production was authorized in the United States in 2014, all hemp products had to be 
imported from countries that allowed it. The overall value of hemp imports has risen in the years 
since, as U.S. demand for hemp products has grown faster than production capacity.

The fact that American farmers are playing catch-up is shown in the kinds of products being 
imported. Nearly 60% of total hemp imports in 2018 were for hempseeds, mostly as food ingredients.

Absent from the import market through 2018 were any finished products from the hemp flower, 
notably CBD. That absence is unlikely to continue given the reduced legal barriers to importing flower 
extracts and the lower costs of agricultural production in other countries.
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Chart 1.10: Top 10 Exporters Of Hemp Products To The United States In 2018

Canada towered over all other nations as the dominant supplier of hemp products imported to the 
United States in 2018.

Canada legalized hemp production in 1998, giving the country a 20-year head start on U.S. hemp 
producers. Still, Canada limited farmers to producing only grain and fiber/stalk varieties until 2018, 
leaving them out of the CBD boom until recently.

Canada’s hemp production for the U.S market will be important to watch in coming years. 
Canadian farmers have years of expertise and access to a wide variety of cultivars developed to 
thrive in northern latitudes. U.S. hemp producers will be watching to see how many Canadian 
farmers abandon grain and fiber varieties in favor of flower varieties, which are far more profitable 
on a per-acre basis but also much more labor-intensive to grow.

If Canadian farmers overwhelmingly change to flower production, the impact on the U.S. market 
could be significant.
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STATE-BY-STATE OVERVIEW
CHAPTER 2

Hemp is legal nationwide. But cultivation of the crop still is governed by a state-by-state patchwork 
of differing rules and fees, a holdover from the days when hemp production was allowed only under 
state-level pilot projects.

This chapter reviews some of the key regulatory differences in 10 leading hemp-producing states. But 
it is at best a temporal snapshot of how states are handling the crop. At our deadline for publication, 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) hadn’t yet released a baseline of production standards 
each state would be required to meet to comply with the terms of the 2018 Farm Bill.

In other words, state differences in hemp cultivation regulations will continue for the foreseeable 
future. The USDA has given no indication it will tell states what to charge farmers for licenses to grow 
hemp, for example.

At a minimum, the Farm Bill requires states to:

• Test hemp crops for THC content, including inspections done at least annually.

• Establish rules for destroying hemp that exceeds 0.3% THC.

• Keep track of land approved for hemp cultivation.

• Ban drug felons from participating in the hemp industry for 10 years, unless the states had no such 
limit in previous pilot projects.

We anticipate that state differences in hemp regulations, especially THC testing protocols, will 
decrease over time as many states adopt federal enforcement minimums and start treating hemp 
growers more like traditional commodity farmers.

For now, though, just as in the marijuana industry, states aren’t waiting for the federal government 
to act. As of this report’s deadline, New York and Vermont, for example, were considering dramatic 
changes to how the crop can be grown and sold. (This report uses existing rules but notes where 
changes are pending).

Finally, the chapter includes a review of some important state differences in how finished hemp 
products containing cannabinoids, namely CBD, can be sold. The Farm Bill legalized hemp extracts 
but made clear that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has final say over how those 
extracts can be used in commercial products.

At our deadline, the FDA’s position was that CBD cannot be put into food, drinks or dietary 
supplements, only in FDA-approved pharmaceutical product. But the agency has left that position 
largely unenforced, leading to a proliferation of over-the-counter CBD products.

In addition, some states passed laws giving in-state hemp companies express permission to 
flout FDA rules; others have remained silent or expressed a CBD position through administrative 
rulemaking, not a law. Chart 2.01 shows the various state approaches to regulating CBD products.

Even as this Factbook was being compiled, state rules on growing hemp and making and selling CBD 
changed almost daily. That gives businesses across the entire hemp supply chain reason to keep up 
with state differences. Consider this chapter an opening framework for doing so.
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Chart 2.01: CBD Sales Regulations By State

The FDA’s position is that CBD cannot be put into foods, drinks or dietary supplements outside of 
an FDA-approved pharmaceutical product. But the agency has left that position largely unenforced, 
leading to a proliferation of over-the-counter CBD products. 

In response, some states have passed laws giving in-state hemp companies express permission to 
flout FDA rules; others have remained silent or expressed a CBD position through administrative 
rulemaking, not a law. 

Even as this Factbook is being compiled, state rules on growing hemp and making and selling CBD 
change almost daily. That gives businesses across the entire hemp supply chain reason to keep up 
with state differences.
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2012

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

No

Acreage limit None

Seed rules Certified seed not required, but 13 cultivars have been certified by the state. All are still subject to random 
THC testing.

Background check required? No

Regulating agency Colorado Department of Agriculture

Hemp information www.colorado.gov/pacific/agplants/industrial-hemp

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees $500 plus: 

• $5 per acre for outdoor grows. 
• $3 per 1,000 square feet for indoor grows.

License Fees None

Testing Fees $125 plus lab costs. Fees waived for authorized research institutions. Plants that exceed 0.3% THC must be 
destroyed within 10 days.

COLORADO
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2014

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

No

Acreage limit None

Seed rules Free exchange of seeds allowed within Kentucky; seeds may be purchased from other U.S. states with 
permission from the Kentucky Department of Agriculture. Landrace varieties and hemp varieties of 
“unknown heritage” must be submitted to the Kentucky Department of Agriculture for field trials before use.

Background check required? Yes

Regulating agency Kentucky Department of Agriculture

Hemp information www.kyagr.com/marketing/hemp-pilot.html

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees $100 annually

License Fees Growers: $400 per growing address 

Processors: 
• Fiber $500
• Grain $500
• Flower $3,000

Testing fees THC testing starts at $250; post-harvest tests may require an additional fee, at Department of 
Agriculture's discretion.

KENTUCKY
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2016

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

No, but Montana charges growers less for using certified seed varieties.

Acreage limit None

Seed rules Any variety allowed, but three seed categories are used for fees and testing. 
• Category A consists of 11 varieties certified by the Montana Department of Agriculture. 
• Category B consists of about 100 varieties certified by other states or nations. 
• Category C includes any other variety that a farmer “reasonably believes will not produce a plant  

with over 0.3% THC at any time prior to harvest.” Varieties under this category trigger additional 
testing requirements.

Background check required? No

Regulating agency Montana Department of Agriculture

Hemp information agr.mt.gov/Industrial-Hemp

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees None

License Fees $400, plus $250 for each type of hemp variety in Category C.

Testing fees Included in the Planting Fee. Testing protocols vary by category.  
Montana randomly samples 10% of Category A varieties and 20% of Category B varieties.  
All Category C varieties must be tested for THC content.  
All varieties are tested within four weeks of harvest.

MONTANA
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2015

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

None 

Acreage limit None with certified seed, 5 acres without certified seed or other proof that varietal consistently comes in 
below 0.3% THC.

Seed rules ASOCA-certified seed or seed with a record of meeting Nevada requirements come with no acreage limit. 
Noncertified seed allowed. Clones imported from other states fall under “nursery stock” requirements and 
must meet Nevada phytosanitary certification.

Background check required? Yes. No drug-related felons may participate for 5 years.

Regulating agency Nevada Department of Agriculture 

Hemp information agri.nv.gov/Plant/Seed_Certification/Industrial_Hemp/Industrial_Hemp_Overview/

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees Grower Category:

• Application fee $500
• Square Footage fee $0.33/1,000 square feet

Seed Producer Category:
• Application fee $100
• Acreage fee $5/acre
• Square footage fee $0.33/1,000 square feet

Handler Category:
• Application fee $1,000 per facility

License Fees Included in application fee

Testing fees Every hemp cultivation site is tested for THC content. Growers charged $40 per sample + $50 per hour 
for each inspector for drive time, inspections and sampling plus mileage at IRS rate.

NEVADA
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2015

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

None 

Acreage limit None

Seed rules Seeds must be acquired in accordance with New York’s Plant Variety Protection Act.

Background check required? No, but applicants must disclose felony and drug-related misdemeanor convictions within 10 years.

Regulating agency Division of Plant Industry, New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets

Hemp information www.agriculture.ny.gov/PI/PIHome.html 

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees Grower: $500 

Processor: $500

License Fees N/A

Testing fees N/A, but growers must submit testing results from a state-approved testing facility within three weeks  
of harvest.

*At this report’s deadline, a bill to change New York’s hemp program, including new fees for production and manufacturing,  
was awaiting the governor’s signature.

NEW YORK*
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2015

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

None 

Acreage limit None

Seed rules Seeds or clones must come from state-approved breeders or from states with legal hemp programs.

Background check required? No

Regulating agency North Carolina Department of Agriculture 

Hemp information www.ncagr.gov/hemp/

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees No fees for “research only” applications.  

For “Research with Intent to Market” applications, fees are $250 for growing up to 49 acres of hemp and 
$500 for 50 acres or more."

License Fees After the first year, growers with intent to market licenses pay $250, plus $2 per acre or $2 per 1,000 square 
feet of greenhouse.

Testing fees Varies. THC testing is done by random sample at the state's discretion, with growers “responsible for the 
cost of all laboratory analytical services.”

NORTH CAROLINA
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2015

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

None 

Acreage limit None

Seed rules None. North Dakota certifies eight fiber and grain varieties but does not require their use. Flower producers 
are “urged” to make purchases from a “reputable source” and to use varieties “known to have delta-9 THC 
levels below 0.3%.”

Background check required? Yes, with an additional $41.25 fee.

Regulating agency North Dakota Department of Agriculture 

Hemp information www.nd.gov/ndda/plant-industries/hemp

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees N/A

License Fees Up to 1 acre: $25
1-10 acres: $50
10-25 acres: $100
25-100 acres: $200
Over 100 acres: $350   
 
Producer fee: $150

Testing fees N/A

NORTH DAKOTA
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2009

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

No

Acreage limit None

Seed rules No rules on which seeds may be used. Oregon began certifying agricultural hempseed varieties in July 2019, 
but at our deadline, no approved varieties had been announced. 

Background check required? No

Regulating agency Oergon Department of Agriculture

Hemp information www.oregon.gov/ODA/programs/NurseryChristmasTree/Pages/Hemp.aspx

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees None

License Fees Industrial hemp grower registration: $1,300 (*drops to $250 on Jan. 1, 2020, plus a $500 fee per growing site)

Industrial hemp handler registration: $1,300

Agricultural hempseed producer registration: $120

Testing fees Private THC testing required of all growers within 28 days of harvest, using a state-accredited lab; 
post-harvest tests required at additional charge at Department of Agriculture’s discretion. 
Starting in 2020, Oregon will test hemp crops for total THC. 
Oregon also requires additional testing of hemp products destined for human consumption under rules 
set by the Oregon Health Authority.

*Fee schedule and testing rules change on Jan. 1, 2020.

OREGON*
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2014

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

None 

Acreage limit None

Seed rules None. State does not assist in finding seeds or propagative material.

Background check required? No, but applicants must affirm they have not been convicted of any drug-related felonies or misdemeanors 
within 10 years.

Regulating agency Tennessee Department of Agriculture 

Hemp information www.tn.gov/agriculture/farms/hemp-industry 

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees N/A

License Fees Less than 5 acres: $250 
5-20 acres: $300 
More than 20 acres: $350

Tennessee no longer licenses hemp processors, though processors making hemp products for human 
consumption must be licensed as a food manufacturing facility. 

The state no longer licenses hempseed breeders separately from other seed breeders, which are regulated by 
the agency’s Ag Inputs section.

Testing fees $150 per sample, taken at state’s discretion.

TENNESSEE
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REGULATORY OVERVIEW
Year hemp was approved 2018

Restrictions on type of hemp 
allowed to be grown?

None 

Acreage limit None

Seed rules
Background check required? Yes

Regulating agency Wisconsin Department of Agriculture 

Hemp information datcp.wi.gov/Pages/Programs_Services/IndustrialHemp.aspx

BUSINESS FEES
Application Fees Grower fees: 

• 0-30 acres: $150
• 31-199 acres: $5/acre
• 200 acres or more: $1,000

No processor application fees.

License Fees Grower fee: $350 

Processor fee: $100

Testing fees $250 per composite sample and test; samples taken by state within 30 days of harvest. Hemp must  
be accompanied by a Wisconsin “fit for commerce” certificate before the hemp can be transferred  
to a processor.

WISCONSIN
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CULTIVATION SNAPSHOT
CHAPTER 3

Because of their biological similarities, hemp and marijuana have similar needs in terms of water, 
light and nutrients. Skilled marijuana producers also make skilled hemp producers, and many do 
produce both crops.

But hemp cultivation is a different business. In this chapter, you’ll find exclusive insights available 
nowhere else about the input costs—and expected revenue—for the nation’s growing cadre of 
hemp farmers.

This chapter takes a closer look at how the hemp industry is growing both in size and profits. 
It shows what kinds of hemp are being grown and who is buying it. Finally, we examine the top 
challenges faced by U.S. hemp farmers.

CULTIVATION TAKEAWAYS
Respondents to the survey came from many different states and climates, but some common 
themes stand out. To understand where the hemp market is heading, keep in mind the trends and 
market forces shaping the decision to put a single seed in the ground:

Flower rules. Despite activist enthusiasm for industrial applications in everything from home 
construction to automotive parts, farmers are bypassing the varieties best suited to those uses. 
Instead, they’re going where the market is—hemp for cannabinoid-rich flowers.

Money is still a problem. Hemp legalization opened doors for financial services that marijuana 
producers can only dream of. However, hemp farmers still face obstacles in obtaining capital and 
insurance, which raises day-to-day problems such as acquiring expensive harvesting equipment and 
hiring enough labor to manage and harvest the crop.

Farmers are specializing. Small-scale hemp growers once brought their plants to market themselves. 
They grew hemp, then extracted hemp cannabinoids right on the farm, then turned those extracts 
into consumer products—packaging and labeling them—before directly selling those products 
to consumers. As the hemp industry grows, most hemp farmers sell their crops to processors or 
wholesalers, a model much more similar to traditional agriculture and a sign of hemp’s maturity.

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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Chart 3.01 Cultivators Revenue Per Acre Planted: 2018 Compared With 2019

The boom in U.S. hemp acreage can best be understood this way: The plant produces far more 
revenue than most crops, and growers believe those revenues are going to double in 2019 as they 
hone their agronomic methods and the CBD craze expands.

Hemp farmers reported median revenue of $15,000 per acre planted in 2018. Hemp farmers 
collectively expect that per-acre revenue to double in 2019 to $30,000 per acre.

The explanation likely lies in rosy market forecasts for hemp products, alongside economic trends 
around conventional commodity crops and marijuana production.

Traditional farmers report adding hemp to their crop rotation as a hedge against depressed prices 
for other commodities. By comparison, an acre of corn in 2019 was projected to produce $787 in 
revenue, according to the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Marijuana growers are looking to hemp as a way to reduce tax and regulatory burdens.

Our survey shows that per-acre hemp revenue far exceeds that of common commodity crops 
and possibly even high-value marijuana flower, when considering the steep taxes on recreational 
marijuana and high compliance costs.

mailto:CustomerService@mjbizdaily.com
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Chart 3.02: Average & Median Number Of Acres Planted By Hemp Cultivators: 2018 Compared With 2019

The number of small growers in the hemp industry has surged, driving down the median size of a 
hemp grow operation between 2018 and 2019. Survey respondents planted a median of 10 acres in 
2019, down from 20 acres for those surveyed in 2018.

At the same time, existing hemp growers are expanding operations. That explains why the average 
number of acres planted by surveyed hemp producers increased between 2018 and 2019, from  
77 acres to 119 acres, an increase of 54%.

The diverging trends in median and average hemp acres planted are likely the result of two factors 
in the overall market. Farmers just entering the hemp market recognize how experimental and risky 
the new crop is, with little agronomic data and limited seed availability, keeping median planted hemp 
acreage low. But after learning how best to cultivate hemp on their land, growers scale up their hemp 
operations quite dramatically.
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Chart 3.03: Breakdown Of What Cultivators Planted By Year

Flower rules the hemp industry, and demand for cannabinoid products is making it less and less 
attractive for producers to choose cultivars for seed/grain or fiber/stalk production.

In 2017, 84% of surveyed hemp producers reported growing varieties for cannabinoid-rich flower 
production. By 2018, 94% were growing flower varieties, a repeat figure for 2019 production.
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Hemp farmers have moved away from seed/grain and fiber/stalk varieties, as those markets have 
been slower to develop. In 2017, 21% of surveyed hemp farmers reported growing seed/grain 
varieties, a percentage that dropped to 10% by 2019. And 18% of surveyed hemp farmers reported 
trying fiber/stalk varieties in in 2017, but only 11% were cultivating those varieties in 2019.

Multiple factors contribute to flower’s dominance in the hemp industry, but the most powerful is 
economics. Revenue per acre for CBD-rich flowers far exceed revenue for fiber/stalk and seed/grain 
varieties, a difference that isn’t overcome by lower production costs for the latter two.

Regulations also play a role. North Dakota, one of the largest U.S. hemp producers, changed its 
hemp pilot program in 2018 to allow for flower production in 2019. And some states that originally 
required hemp producers to use only certified varieties have loosened restrictions on using 
uncertified flower varieties, so long as the farmer can show evidence the flower variety would not 
exceed THC maximums.

Finally, the 2018 Farm Bill is almost certainly driving mass-market retailers to the hemp industry. 
Removing the plant from the Controlled Substances Act gives risk-averse mainstream retailers a 
safe avenue to capitalize on the CBD trend, provided their CBD products are derived from hemp. 
Consequently, demand for CBD-based products is expected to surge in the coming years, providing 
significant economic incentive for hemp cultivators to focus their efforts on growing CBD-rich flower.
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Chart 3.04: Cultivators: Who Will Purchase The Hemp Flower You’re Harvesting In 2019?

Growing hemp flower and producing consumer products are two different enterprises, and this 
chart shows that most of the plants harvested are being processed by someone other than the 
farmer who grew it.

Nearly two in three hemp-flower producers surveyed reported they would be selling their 2019 
harvests to processors. More than half said they’d sell their harvests to wholesalers. (About a third of 
growers sell to both processors and wholesalers, which explains the respondent total beyond 100%.)

Only 5% of cultivators sell straight to retailers. Smokable hemp flower is a growing but still nascent 
category, meaning most cultivators that want to bypass any middleman and get their products 
onto retail store shelves will need to grow the flower, process the oil, package the final product and 
distribute it to retailers themselves—an expensive and time-consuming proposition.

Finally, roughly 8% of surveyed hemp-flower producers said their crop would either not be sold 
or they didn’t yet know where it will be sold, a figure that far exceeds the percentage of mature 
commodities that wouldn’t make it to market. This is an indication that research-and-development 
projects continue to drive many hemp producers joining the new industry.
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Chart 3.05: Cultivators Growing Flower In 2019: What Type Of Cannabinoids Are You Growing For?

Nearly all hemp farmers grow flower to fulfill the high demand for CBD. However, as new farmers 
enter the market, experienced producers who anticipate a potential glut for the prevalent and popular 
cannabinoid are diversifying their offerings.

Interest and demand for novel cannabinoids has led to some farmers growing varieties will high levels 
of the lesser available—and lesser known—CBG and CBN. 

Demand for these novel cannabinoids has increased as both retailer and consumer interest grows 
in hemp-derived products. Mainstream retailers entering the category want full-spectrum products 
that contain CBD and other cannabinoids, and fashion brands looking to develop their own branded 
products want access to cannabinoid blends focused on unique uses.

CBD will remain the dominant cannabinoid among farmers growing hemp for flower, but emerging 
research around other cannabinoids will continue to provide new business opportunities that allow 
the industry’s continued expansion without overproduction.

With the current infrastructure geared toward cannabinoid production in the United States, new 
hemp genetics bred for high concentrations of novel cannabinoids will continue to be in demand as 
market opportunities arise.
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Chart 3.06: Overview Of Inputs Hemp Farmers Used To Plant Their 2019 Crops

Hemp farmers continue to prefer seeds over clones to start their crops because of lower costs (a 
median price of $2,000 per pound of seed compared with $4 per individual clone) and the ability to 
plant on a vast scale in outdoor acreage, such as traditional row crops. But clones still account for a 
sizable share of the market, providing better reliability in both plant viability and THC levels than the 
as-yet unstable seed supply.

More than half of surveyed hemp cultivators reported growing their 2019 crops from seed with a 
median seed germination rate of 85%, despite limited access to both certified seed and—for flower 
producers—seed that is reliably feminized. Certified varieties are mostly bred in foreign climates 
and, until late this spring when the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) took over regulation 
of hempseed imports, producers had to wait for import approval from the U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration. (DEA)

This year, 30% of surveyed cultivators reported opting for clones over seed inputs, while 19% said 
they planted both seeds and clones. With U.S. producers largely favoring hemp flower for cannabinoid 
production and the USDA opening federal intellectual property protection for new genetics, plant 
breeders around the country are developing new, low-THC varieties suited for the diverse climates 
and microclimates within the United States.

The proportion of seeds versus clones will continue to be one of interest to plant breeders and 
farmers. The drive toward stable genetics from seed to establish a reliable supply of both feminized 
and homogenized seed is expected to take up to five years, according to longtime plant breeders. 
Though clones are more costly than seeds, some hemp producers will continue to favor clones with 
production advancements such as tissue culture producing virus-indexed, clean young plants that 
offer more predictable yield and THC levels for CBD production.
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Chart 3.07: How Cultivators Plan To Harvest Their 2019 Hemp Crop

Nearly two-thirds of surveyed hemp cultivators said they plan to harvest their 2019 hemp crop by 
hand, up from 56% in 2017.

Considering the rapid growth of high-profit specialties such as smokable hemp flower and CBD 
extraction, cultivators might be looking to maximize their returns by hand-harvesting to reduce the 
damage that machine-harvesting can cause. But hand-harvesting is messy and labor-intensive, and 
with a massive agricultural labor shortage across the country driving up costs, harvesting hundreds 
of acres by hand is an expensive task.

As long as hand-harvesting dominates the hemp industry, the crop is unlikely to compete in total 
acreage with traditional commodities in the United States and other developed countries.

With 26% of survey respondents saying they plan to harvest both by hand and with harvesting 
equipment, and 11% planning to exclusively harvest with equipment, farmers might be having 
difficulty finding proper equipment or securing harvesting services.

Since the federal legalization of hemp production, farm equipment manufacturers have begun 
research and development and production of hemp-specific harvesting equipment, including harvest 
heads for traditional combines, which cut flower and biomass separately, and hay balers that roll up 
and wrap bales of biomass to be dried and extracted once taken off the field. But development of 
capital-intensive equipment such as farm machinery takes time.

The massive increase in licensed hemp acres in 2019 has stirred up anecdotes of land going 
unplanted or crops rotting in fields because of a lack of harvest plans and buyers. New farmers 
trying their luck at the lucrative hemp flower market might remember 2019 as an expensive lesson in 
economics and logistics.
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Chart 3.08: Cultivators: What Best Describes The Role Of Your Hemp Grow Operation In 2019?

Hemp farming in 2019 took on a variety of forms, with farms large and small supporting cultivators 
that were new to the industry as well as experienced farmers and marijuana cultivators adding hemp 
to their rotation or switching over to the crop completely. It’s safe to say, based on our survey results, 
that no hemp farm is like any other.

A combined 69% of hemp growers anticipate their cultivation operation will generate some amount 
of revenue in 2019, though there are distinctions to be made within this group. Just over a quarter 
(28%) of surveyed cultivators said growing hemp is their primary source of income, while another 
41% said it will generate an appreciable amount of revenue. It’s likely many of these are experienced 
hemp farmers who expanded their operations in 2019. 

For 29% of respondents—likely new farmers and existing farms dedicating acreage to hemp 
production—growing hemp is an experiment to study whether they can feasibly produce more in the 
future, and 1% said growing hemp is primarily a hobby.

As the first year of commercial production as a federally legal crop, 2019 has been a wild experiment 
for many—whether they relied on the crop for income or not. Until hemp farmers have federal 
production rules in place, along with crop insurance, reliable banking services and consistent growing 
and harvesting plans, it’s likely hemp will remain riskier than traditional commodity crops.
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Chart 3.09: Cultivators: What Line Of Work Were You In Before Entering The Hemp Industry?

New entrepreneurs hearing of the promise and value of hemp are trying their hand at the farming 
lifestyle. Nearly half the hemp cultivators surveyed said they came to the hemp industry from 
industries outside traditional agriculture, horticulture and the marijuana industry. It is a rare 
occurrence in U.S. agriculture to see such interest in a new and novel crop among nonfarmers.

Hemp farmers from the traditional agriculture sector account for 27% of survey respondents active 
in cultivation. Farmers of traditional crops who have grown frustrated with falling crop prices and 
imposed tariffs are reducing acreage of crops such as corn, soybean, wheat and sorghum to add 
hemp production.

Another 6% of new hemp growers have background in horticulture. This includes producers of 
greenhouse crops, such as ornamentals and vegetables, who are replacing low-margin crops 
with production of hemp mother stock, tissue culture, clones and indoor flower production. Many 
greenhouse producers are picking up hemp as a shoulder-season crop to increase profits and keep 
labor year-round.

Marijuana growers are rapidly flexing into the hemp space, accounting for 12% of surveyed 
cultivators, seeking reduced taxes and fees and a pathway to profits with a legalized market in the 
United States.

Whether new to farming or seasoned veterans, hemp cultivators grew the crop at their own risk 
this year, some even leveraging their property to buy inputs without the safety net of federal crop 
insurance or banking and lending services.
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Chart 3.10: Top Challenges For Hemp Cultivators

Hemp farming, despite its potential, is not without challenges. This chart succinctly sums up the 
current state of the U.S. hemp industry.

Pest and weed pressures top the list of concerns, with 45% of surveyed cultivators noting it as an 
issue. With no registered pesticides yet available to help hemp farmers alleviate the challenge, the 
problem will continue until the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) begins to label products 
for hemp production.

Finding processors—by far the top challenge last year—continues to hinder farmers. Since hemp 
became a legal crop under the 2018 Farm Bill, CBD processing plants and extraction facilities have 
opened in states across the country that didn’t previously have any, but a lack of financing for hemp-
related businesses still plagues the industry, and the volume of production outweighs processing 
capacity. Infrastructure for industrial hemp processing—including modern decorticators—is also 
severely lacking.

Another problem topping the list, finding reliable seeds and clones, has left some licensed producers 
out of the game for the 2019 season. In states where hemp production laws were passed too late, 
farmers had a tough time securing feminized seed for flower production, and many clone producers 
were long since sold out for the season. As seen in Chart 3.06, more than half of surveyed farmers 
opted for seed, but it might not have been certified or feminized.

American cultivators, especially those experienced in hemp production, also see challenges with 
scaling their businesses because of a lack of banking and financial services. This pressure has 
been so prevalent in anecdotes over the past year that it’s surprising banking falls to the fifth most 
significant challenge. Despite continued pressure from lawmakers to federal banking institutions, 
financing has remained elusive.
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PROCESSING SNAPSHOT
CHAPTER 4

For businesses that process hemp, legalization and the CBD boom have done more than just add 
demand for their services. They have shaken up the sector so significantly that it can seem like an 
entirely different industry than what existed before the 2018 Farm Bill was passed.

More farmers are growing hemp, and fewer of them are turning that hemp into finished goods 
themselves. Processors are picking up the slack and, in many cases, cultivating so quickly that 
growth has become a top business challenge.

This chapter examines the fast-changing processing link in the hemp supply chain. This segment is 
enjoying higher revenues, an expanded customer base and falling prices for bulk inputs such as hemp 
flower—along with some challenges arising from rapid expansion.

Growing pains are likely to stay with hemp processors for a while. Processing is the elusive last mile 
between hemp-enthusiastic farmers and consumers willing to pay high prices for cannabis with low 
or no THC.

PROCESSING TAKEAWAYS
This chapter puts some numbers around the hemp processing boom. Some takeaways that  
stand out:

• CBD rules. Optimism about hemp’s profit potential as an input for construction materials and 
industrial components remains just that: optimism. Nearly all hemp processors—92%—are 
working with the plant’s cannabinoid-rich flowers.

• The Farm Bill didn’t change the game just for farmers. Hemp legalization has led to lower input 
prices for flower, while prices for cannabinoids extracted from hemp flowers are more stable.

• Bodies are hard to find. The overall economy is complicating life for extractors looking to grow 
quickly. More are struggling to find competent staffers and report other problems with scaling 
their businesses.
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Chart 4.01: Hemp Processors: What Parts Of The Hemp Plant Do You Process?

Hemp processors overwhelmingly opt to process hemp flower over fiber and grain varieties.

Based on survey responses for the Hemp & CBD Industry Factbook, 92% of hemp processors said 
they process hemp flower for cannabinoid extraction, with 63% processing only flower.

Infrastructure for non-flower processors is less available, especially for those that process hemp 
plants exclusively for fiber, industrial uses, seed and grain. 

As seen in Chapter 3, cultivators are highly focused on flower varieties, and most hemp plants that 
come out of U.S. fields tend to be shipped to processors for extraction.

While the cannabinoid market continues to expand and develop, flower processors will continue 
to dominate the segment. More investment must be dedicated to industrial hemp products if that 
segment is to gain share. Meanwhile, time will tell if it’s a chicken-or-egg scenario. Are farmers waiting 
on infrastructure and demand before they dedicate acreage to industrial hemp, or will more industrial 
hemp acreage create the supply chain?
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Chart 4.02: Number Of Approved Processors & Growers In Kentucky’s Hemp Pilot Program By Year

Kentucky might serve as a road map as to where the hemp processing sector is headed.

When Kentucky first allowed limited hemp production in 2014, it licensed 20 growers and nine 
processors—nearly one processor for every two growers. By 2019, Kentucky licensed 978 growers 
but only 110 processors. That’s about one processor for every nine growers.

Between 2018 and 2019, the number of approved processors increased by 53%, while the number of 
approved growers jumped by 366%.

The widening gap could indicate that the processing side of the hemp industry has yet to keep up 
with production, a foreboding sign for all the new hemp farmers joining the market. Alternately, hemp 
processors may be getting larger and more professional, capable of accepting far greater quantities 
of hemp, meaning the hemp industry is starting to look more like other agricultural commodities.

Either way, Kentucky will be worth watching in coming years. Its processing infrastructure is far more 
mature than in many states, making it a possible harbinger of the national processing landscape.
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Chart 4.03: Hemp Processors: Typical Price Received For Hemp Extracts Produced

Booming demand for CBD and other hemp extracts has made processed hemp worth thousands 
of dollars per kilogram, though the range varies dramatically depending on quality of flower and the 
available supply. 

Surveyed processors said they commonly received about $3,000 to $5,500 per kilogram of hemp 
extract, though some reported selling extracts for as little as $1,000 per kilogram and others 
reported selling extracts for $12,000 per kilogram. The broad price range is likely a function of 
varying cannabinoid content detected in the raw material and the purity of the extract.

Hemp extract prices appear to be down from 2017, when the median price among survey 
respondents was $8,000 per kilogram.

Prices for biomass or other parts of the plant aside from the flower are typically lower, as hemp 
consumer products often have lower value than high-demand cannabinoids such as CBD.

Processors also currently receive lower margins for these types of products, for which the supply 
chain is just starting to be built. 
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Chart 4.04: Hemp Processors: 2018 Revenue & Anticipated 2019 Revenue

Awareness of hemp and its many potential products and uses is broadening since federal legalization 
under the 2018 Farm Bill. Hemp extracts and other products have been mainstreamed into retail 
chains and demand continues to rise.

The optimism among hemp businesses continues to increase along with demand, as processors and 
extractors surveyed for the 2019 Hemp & CBD Industry Factbook revealed.

In 2018, median annual revenue for hemp processors stood at $400,000. But for 2019, the typical 
amount of revenue that hemp processors are expecting to bring in has climbed to $1 million,  
a 150% increase.

Such hemp optimism can be explained by projections for the hemp market, particularly for CBD, 
showing massive growth in the next few years. The industry is also experiencing an influx of farmers, 
processors and end-product businesses because of tumbling prices and tariffs for traditional 
agricultural commodities and the market for marijuana stabilizing.
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Chart 4.05: Hemp Processors: What Type Of Cannabinoids Do You Extract From Flower?

While CBD dominates the headlines, other novel cannabinoids are gaining their own following in the 
hemp industry.

Of the processors surveyed, most are focused on producing CBD, though more than half say they are 
processing hemp plants for CBG and nearly half also process plants for CBN. (The ability to choose 
more than one answer makes the total more than 100%.)

The market demand for both isolated CBD and full-spectrum cannabinoid blends is growing as more 
knowledge of novel cannabinoids and their properties and uses spread among consumers.

As new farmers enter hemp production to produce flower for CBD, business-savvy and experienced 
hemp-flower farmers are dedicating acreage to varieties that are potent in novel cannabinoids. 
More than 100 of these new components have already been identified, though they are not widely 
available yet. Processors are responding to both supply and demand increases, acknowledging that 
more novel cannabinoids are on the way and will continue to develop as research identifies new 
properties and uses for them.
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Chart 4.06: Hemp Processors: Whom Do You Sell Extracts To?

The hemp supply chain is getting more complicated as it matures.

The process of turning CBD and other hemp derivatives into finished products such as edibles or 
tinctures is no longer a primary function of hemp extractors. As of 2019, 50% of hemp processors 
and manufacturers say they sell their products to a secondary manufacturer or processor.

That means today’s hemp extracts are just as likely to be sold as ingredients for further 
manufacturing, an indication the plant is starting to be treated like a food ingredient or dietary 
supplement rather than a pharmaceutical drug. Pharmaceutical manufacturers are unlikely to sell an 
active drug ingredient to another drugmaker for further processing, whereas secondary processing is 
common among food-ingredient manufacturers.

Still, hemp processors aren’t entirely abandoning the work of turning hemp into consumer goods. 
Forty percent of survey respondents sell their hemp products directly to consumers, and 38% sell 
hemp products to retailers. This multiple-choice question captures the variety of customers buying 
hemp derivatives; many processors are selling their products across categories.

We anticipate the hemp-manufacturing kaleidoscope to settle into focus in coming years. Processors 
will likely specialize, either producing bulk hemp ingredients destined for secondary processing or 
turning smaller batches of raw hemp into craft products to be sold directly to consumers.
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Chart 4.07: Hemp Processors: Price Paid For Flower

Hemp-flower processors benefit from simple supply and demand. The more cannabinoid-rich hemp 
flower grown, the lower prices fall for it.

Processors reported paying about $28 to $65 per pound for hemp flower in 2019, with some paying 
as little as $12 per pound.

Certainly there are still eyebrow-raising prices for quality cannabinoid-rich flower, with some processors 
reporting they have paid up to $250 a pound for premium inputs. However, even the high end of the 
wholesale flower market saw downward pressure in 2019 as more supply became available.

We anticipate this downward trend will continue through 2019 and 2020, when federal regulators 
anticipate having a national framework for large-scale commodity hemp farming.
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Chart 4.08: Hemp Processors: Top Challenges

Perhaps nowhere has hemp legalization been felt as keenly as in the processing world. Last year, 
processors’ business concerns were driven by the crop’s quasi-legal status. Confusion about federal 
hemp law, problems finding banking services and navigating various state hemp rules dominated 
their business concerns.

After the passage of the 2018 Farm Bill, the pain points have changed dramatically. Survey 
respondents now say their top concerns include managing growth and finding qualified 
management and staff. Only 21% of surveyed hemp processors cited “federal laws/intervention”  
as a top business concern.

Last year, only 6% of survey respondents listed “managing growth/scalability” as a top business 
concern. This year, growth management led all business concerns among hemp processors, with a 
full 50% listing it as a top challenge.

Legalization may also be helping to solve the problem of hard-to-find equipment. Last year, 25% of 
hemp processors reported difficulty finding appropriate processing equipment for hemp, a business 
challenge reported by only 7% of surveyed processors in 2019.
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RETAIL SNAPSHOT
CHAPTER 5

The retail landscape for CBD has undergone significant changes since the passage of the  
2018 Farm Bill.

Although the Farm Bill didn’t impact the legality of adding CBD to food and cosmetic products—a 
decision that needs to come from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—it did change the 
legal status of hemp and hemp-derived CBD to a degree that retailers across the country have felt 
comfortable coming on board as suppliers of CBD products. Recognizable names that have entered 
the retail market for CBD products include prolific drug stores CVS and Walgreens, home goods store 
Bed, Bath and Beyond and nationwide grocery retailer Kroger.

Whereas, a year ago, online retailers were capturing CBD sales from individuals either living in a state 
without medical marijuana dispensaries or recreational cannabis stores or individuals who didn’t feel 
comfortable going to a dispensary, those CBD consumers now have a multitude of brick-and-mortar 
options beyond cannabis and tobacco retailers.

RETAIL TAKEAWAYS:
Mainstream brick-and-mortar have disrupted the retail CBD landscape. The sheer number of new 
outlets selling CBD products dwarfs what was previously available, putting CBD in front of millions of 
potential new customers who will encounter CBD products over the course of their normal shopping 
routines rather than needing to seek out CBD specifically. 

Tracking and estimating CBD sales figures is challenging. The number of outlets selling CBD coupled 
with limited point-of-sale (POS) data presents challenges to making reasonable estimations of 
current and future sales. This will likely change in the near future, however, as more data becomes 
available. But for now, limited information has been reported from the channels where CBD products 
will likely derive a majority of their sales—namely mainstream, brick-and-mortar retail stores.

CBD product sales through recreational cannabis retailers are rising steadily. Data from recreational 
retailers in California, Colorado, Nevada and Washington state show that sales of CBD-only and 
primarily CBD products through August 2019 are up by $18.6 million compared to the same time in 
2018—an increase of 38%.
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Chart 5.01: Retail Store Count By Store Type & CBD Product Penetration

Since passage of the 2018 Farm Bill, CBD has made tremendous strides in entering the mainstream 
retail market. A year ago, CBD was available only in a small number of specialty stores, including 
medical and recreational cannabis stores, vape shops, natural and organic stores and online retailers.

Today, CBD products can be found in a broad variety of retail outlets, including drugstores, grocery 
stores and convenience stores.

Although CBD has yet to achieve significant movement into these new outlets, even slight 
penetration in the convenience or grocery store realm can have strong impacts. These outlets have a 
much greater footprint than traditional CBD outlets. For example, there are roughly 73 times as many 
convenience stores and gas stations in the United States than recreational retailers. Even if only a 
small percentage of convenience stores and gas stations begin carrying CBD, the product’s market 
reach expands greatly.
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Chart 5.02: Average Number Of Daily Customers Per Store By Store Type & CBD Product Penetration

While natural grocery stores, recreational marijuana retailers and tobacco stores have traditionally 
served as primary outlets for CBD purchasers, their average foot traffic pales in comparison to the 
foot traffic seen by other outlets on a daily basis.

There are 30,129 grocery stores in the United States, each of which sees an average of 941 
customers per day for a total of 28.4 million daily customers across the country. By comparison, 
natural grocery stores, rec stores and tobacco stores combined see an average of only 3 million 
customers per day—providing these outlets with nine times fewer daily customers.

Currently, CBD sales at recreational retailers are tracked through POS data in states with a legalized 
recreational marijuana industry, but CBD sales through many of the other outlets noted are neither 
tracked nor reported.

The sheer number of outlets selling CBD combined with high daily average foot traffic makes 
estimates of annual CBD product sales difficult to pinpoint.
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Chart 5.03: Estimated Annual Sales Of Hemp-Derived CBD In The United States By Year & Outlet

Efficiently estimating CBD retail sales and the size of the market challenges experts across the 
industry, demonstrated by the broad range of estimates put forth by various research outlets. The 
latest available figures range from $1.3 billion in 2022 on the low end and $23.7 billion by 2023 on 
the high end.

Hemp Industry Daily takes a conservative approach to projecting sales figures, in part because of 
the number of assumptions that must be made and unknown variables at play, including CBD’s 
true retail footprint. Hemp Industry Daily’s 2024 CBD sales estimate of $10.3 billion falls in the 
middle of the spectrum.
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Chart 5.04: 2018 Estimated CBD Sales By Retail Channel

Hemp Industry Daily estimates that 2018 CBD sales in the United States totaled between  
$490 million and $540 million.

According to the American Botanical Council, CBD sales through the U.S. natural channel reached 
$52.7 million. Natural channel stores include full-format stores with at least $2 million in annual sales, 
of which at least 50% of sales are from natural and organic products. Notably, it does not include 
data from Whole Foods Market, one of the largest and most recognizable natural-food grocers.

In 2018, sales of CBD through recreational marijuana stores in California, Colorado, Nevada and 
Washington state totaled $83.4 million, or approximately 10% of total CBD product sales in 2018.

The balance of CBD sales—between $353.9 million and $403.9 million—was derived from outlets 
that do not track or report sales of CBD. This includes e-commerce sales, tobacco stores, head shops 
and medical marijuana dispensaries.

Going forward, Hemp Industry Daily expects CBD sales from natural grocery stores and recreational 
retailers to constitute a smaller share of the market as more mainstream retailers enter the space.
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RETAIL SALES DATA: CBD Products Sold In Recreational Cannabis Retail Stores
The balance of charts in this chapter highlight CBD sales data available through Headset, a  
Seattle-based provider of data and analytics to the cannabis industry.

In this section, a “CBD product” is defined as a product featuring a CBD-to-THC ratio of 15:1 or 
greater. A CBD-to-THC ratio of 15:1 means that a product will contain 1 milligram of THC for every  
15 milligrams of CBD. Products with a lower ratio—such as 1:1 CBD to THC, a common ratio found 
in products sold in recreational cannabis retail stores—were excluded because Hemp Industry Daily 
considers these to be more THC-focused products, not representative of the THC-free CBD products 
that consumers will encounter at traditional brick-and-mortar retail outlets.

While sales of CBD products through recreational retailers provides only a fraction of total retail 
sales, it is one of the most reliable sources of CBD sales data we currently have. Additionally, sales 
through recreational stores are likely a leading indicator of how sales will eventually progress in 
traditional retail outlets.

Unless otherwise noted, these charts highlight data collected through recreational retailers in 
California, Colorado, Nevada and Washington state.
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Chart 5.05: Sales Of CBD Products In 2018 Through Recreational Cannabis Stores In California, Colorado, Nevada 
And Washington State: Breakdown By Category

In these four states, 2018 CBD product sales totaled $83.4 million, with more than half of those sales 
(55%) going to tinctures and sublinguals. Products in the tinctures and sublinguals category often 
have much higher concentrations of CBD than what’s found in edibles or beverages, for example, 
making them popular for consumers looking for larger quantities of CBD.
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Chart 5.06: CBD Sales & CBD Sales As A Percentage Of Total Recreational Cannabis Store Sales In California, 
Colorado, Nevada And Washington State: January 2019 – August 2019 

Through Aug. 31, 2019, CBD product sales in California, Colorado, Nevada and Washington state 
totaled $68.1 million, reaching 82% of 2018 sales with more than an entire sales quarter yet to go 
in the year.

Tinctures and sublinguals lead the pack with $38 million in sales, representing 45% of all sales of 
tinctures and sublinguals through recreational retailers.

CBD capsules and topicals account for about 20% of all recreational retail sales of these products, 
while CBD beverages command only 4.2% of sales of infused beverages at recreational stores.

CBD edibles, although gaining in popularity year-over-year, represent only 2.7% of total edible sales 
through recreational retailers.
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Chart 5.07: CBD Product Sales In Recreational Cannabis Stores In Colorado & Washington State Through August 
31: 2018 Compared With 2019

A deeper dive into year-over-year changes shows how CBD has blossomed in popularity since the 
2018 Farm Bill passed.

Colorado and Washington state have markets that are more mature than California and Nevada, 
which is the reason we looked to these markets to provide growth analysis. 

California’s recreational market is still coming online, so comparing year-over-year sales may not be 
as relevant as retail outlets continue to open and new products are still making their way to market. In 
Nevada, sales of all cannabis markets are significantly impacted by the state’s tourism industry and 
trends are somewhat dictated by tourists rather than resident consumers.

In other words, by limiting the analysis to Colorado and Washington state, we get a better look at 
organic sales growth of CBD products through recreational marijuana stores, instead of growth that 
might be driven primarily by new stores coming online.

This data is through Aug. 31 of 2018 and 2019. 

Overall, CBD sales are up 34% in Colorado and Washington state ($12.1 million), but increases are 
not uniform across product categories:

• Sales of edibles increased 169%.

• Sales of beverages and tinctures and sublinguals increased by roughly 50% each.

• Sales of topicals were up 24%.

• Sales of capsules were flat.
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Chart 5.08: CBD Product Sales As A Percent Of Total Recreational Cannabis Store Sales In Colorado & Washington 
State Through August 31: 2018 Compared With 2019

Aggregate sales of all non-inhalable CBD products in Colorado and Washington state represented 
7.6% of total recreational marijuana store sales in 2018 through Aug. 31.

For the same period in 2019, aggregate sales of CBD products represented 8.3% of recreational store 
sales. The increase in market share highlights the fact that CBD product sales through recreational 
cannabis stores are growing at a faster rate than sales of traditional marijuana products.

This increase equates to $4.5 million additional sales of CBD products in 2019—a 25% increase from 
2018 CBD product sales.
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HEMP & CBD INDUSTRY FACTBOOK
APPENDIX

METHODOLOGY
The domestic hemp industry is still very much in its infancy, and information can be quite hard to 
come by. Our in-house editorial team performed the research for this second edition of the Hemp 
& CBD Industry Factbook with the primary goal of providing as much reliable, useful and up-to-date 
information about the industry as possible.

All relevant and available data sources were used in the process, including reports produced by 
state hemp programs, news reports, firsthand interviews with state officials and any other available 
data source to gather this information. We then assessed that information for accuracy and 
reasonableness based on our extensive experience covering all aspects of this industry.

Hemp Industry Daily’s primary goal is to provide hemp companies and investors with the most 
reliable and timely data possible. Our organization’s purpose is not to hype the industry but, rather, 
to serve as a trustworthy reality check. When you see differences between our numbers and those of 
others, bear in mind that our sole goal is to bring entrepreneurs and investors a realistic, conservative 
view of the truth—or as close to the truth as one can get at this time. 

INDUSTRYWIDE SURVEY
Hemp Industry Daily gathered data for this report through an industrywide, anonymous online survey 
of hemp business owners, founders and senior executives. The survey took place from Aug. 19, 2019, 
through Sept. 9, 2019, and includes qualified responses from 306 self-identified hemp industry 
professionals. The demographics of survey respondents break down as follows: 

Hemp cultivators   113
Hemp processors   30
Hemp producers/processors  48
Hemp retailers    115   

These figures represent responses from individuals who are operating in a legal capacity in the U.S. 
cannabis industry. We take an extremely conservative approach and exclude data for businesses/
respondents whose legal standing is unclear in any manner. Examples of what we exclude consist of, 
but are not limited to, responses from those who::

• Claim they operate hemp cultivation businesses in states that have not legalized industrial  
hemp production.

• Claim they operate CBD processing facilities in states where such activities are not permitted.

STATE DATA
To the extent possible, all information in Chapter 2 is based on publicly reported data from 
state hemp programs themselves. The amount and type of publicly reported information varies 
considerably by state. Some states provide only a basic overview of their programs, while others 
provide more detailed information about the number of growers, production costs, yields, etc.
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HEMP-DERIVED CBD SALES PROJECTIONS
While hemp-derived CBD products have skyrocketed in popularity of late, there are no reliable and 
comprehensive sources of data detailing the number of Americans using CBD—a fundamental piece 
of any credible sales estimate. And while there are outlets that track CBD sales in dispensaries and 
brick-and-mortar retail stores, they exclude online sales, which is currently believed to be the primary 
sales channel for hemp-derived CBD now but may not be once more brick-and-mortar retailers begin 
carrying these products.

In the absence of specific data on the hemp-derived CBD market, we can look to the broader  
U.S. nutraceuticals market to try to draw conclusions, using probiotics as a rough proxy for how  
CBD sales will progress in the coming years.

Probiotics have been commercially available for decades, but sales of supplements and foods 
containing probiotics have surged in recent years as a growing number of consumers turn to 
“natural” products to promote health and wellness. Probiotics are also used to treat a wide range  
of conditions, such as eczema, allergies, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, lactose intolerance 
and more.

Though the parallels between hemp-derived CBD and probiotics are not flawless, it offers a 
framework to provide sales estimates based on actual data.

These assumptions form the foundation of our forecast:

• Based on research from the Council for Responsible Nutrition, approximately 12% of adults in the 
United States—just under 27 million Americans—used probiotics in 2017. Because of its limited 
presence on retail shelves and limited (but growing) awareness of the product, we assume CBD use 
is a fraction of that number at this point in market development.

• While consumption patterns may vary substantially between users, 20 milligrams of CBD per day is 
consistent with recommendations from various outlets regarding the appropriate amount of CBD 
to alleviate pain and promote general well-being for most individuals. We base the price per dose on 
analysis of top products from leading manufacturers.

• The number of American adults using probiotics was four times higher in 2012 compared to 
2007, according to the latest data from the National Institutes of Health. Our estimates anticipate 
stronger growth in the number of CBD users, as the initial size of the CBD market is much smaller 
and the product applications—pain relief, treatment of insomnia, etc.—appeal to a wider audience. 

• Marijuana-derived CBD is available to the general public only in states where recreational marijuana 
is legal—currently just over 20% of the population, though that will likely increase over time as 
more states pass adult-use measures. For our estimates, we assume that roughly half of regular 
CBD users in states with recreational marijuana markets will still purchase hemp-derived CBD.

• The penetration of CBD products into mainstream, brick-and-mortar retailers will accelerate. More 
retailers will begin stocking CBD products, and retailers that already carry CBD products will put 
them in more of their stores.

• The increased prevalence of CBD and CBD-based products in retail will expose significantly more 
consumers to the category, a portion of which will incorporate CBD into their daily nutrition and 
wellness regimens.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Because hemp has been misconstrued for so long, even among cannabis operators, we deemed it 
necessary to include a glossary of commonly used terms. These may not be the only definitions, but 
they’re the ones we use in this Factbook.

CANNABIS: A common name for flowering plants with the scientific name cannabis sativa. 

CANNABINOID: Any of more than 100 chemical compounds found in cannabis plants, most 
densely in the plant’s flowers. 

CANNABIDIOL or CBD: The second-most prevalent cannabinoid in cannabis. Cannabidiol  
has no intoxicating properties but is commonly used medicinally because it contains proven  
anti-inflammatory properties. Frequently shortened to CBD. 

HEMP: A cannabis variety with less than 0.3% THC by dry weight, the standard used by many 
governments, including the United States, to differentiate hemp from marijuana. In some countries, 
the term includes plants that make THC-rich marijuana. Because of this confusion, some prefer the 
phrase “industrial hemp” when describing low-THC cannabis.

HEMP HEARTS: The tender inner parts of hemp seeds, commonly eaten whole because they are 
rich in healthy proteins and amino acids.

HURD: The woody inner core of a cannabis plant.

MARIJUANA: An intoxicating drug made from varieties of hemp with high concentrations of THC, 
one of more than 100 cannabinoids found in hemp.

FIBER: Long brownish strands within a cannabis stalk. Fibers are present in all cannabis varieties but 
are longest and toughest in varieties bred for use in textiles. Fiber is also sometimes called “bast.” 

FLOWER: The flowering buds of cannabis plants, rich in cannabinoids and commonly dried and 
processed to draw out preferred cannabinoids.

LIGNIN: A polymer found in the cell walls of many plants, including cannabis plants. Related to 
cellulose, lignin is what makes a plant rigid and woody.

THC: The common abbreviation for tetrahydrocannabinol, the most common cannabinoid found in 
cannabis plants and the molecule that causes intoxication when heated and consumed.

SEED: Seeds of the cannabis plant can be used to grow more cannabis or eaten or pressed into oil, 
similar to a flax seed or canola seed.

STALK: The tough stem of a cannabis plant, including a woody inner core (hurd) surrounded by 
brownish fibers (bast).
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